Cafe racers are (still) one captured the imagination of many motorcycle enthusiasts
speaking motorcycles category: machines that halt all look like if they 180rijden and
equipped with lots of chrome and aluminum. The café racer was born in England and
for many fans of the genre is a 'real' café racer, therefore, one that is based on a
British motorcycle. They get more than their money with the compound and
published by Veloce Publishing in England by the German-New Zealand author Uli
Cloessen "British Caféracers". 128 pages in size 25 x 25 cm pass many famous
brands, from AJS to Weslake in dportieve attire discussed, which incidentally is both
AJS as Weslake an outsider, because the depicted AJS is a 7R Boyracer and that is
really a serious racing machine and that also applies to the eight shown Weslakes. Do
you consider purely a café-racer as a racing engine for the road (due to lighting and
license plate), these machines fall off. Fat also applies to engines as a Vincent Grey
Flash, a Matchless G50, Manx Nortons and enkjele Seeley specials. But his beautiful
them! This applies to virtually all machines included in this book, including several
iconic combinations of chassis and power: the Norvin, with Vincent V-twin engine in
a Norton Featherbed frame, the Triton with a Tirumph twin or triple in a Norton
frame, the Tribsa, with a Triumph-block in a BSA frame with Ariel sqaure Four
engine. Even more exotic are one of two Enfield single cylinder built V-twin and
BSA and Norton bicycle parts with JAP OHV V-twin blocks. That emphasis on Tue
book on the images, that are provided each one of high quality. The English text
describes the components that the mentioned engines are built, including specialists as
Andy Molnar, Egli, Weslake, Rickman, Seeley Godet and discussed. The book
concludes with eem chapter on contemporary suppliers of everything the builder of a
cafe racer but need. Convenient for whom the 250 color photos in the book are an
inspiration to themselves to build a cafe racer. Of the same size and design it is by
Uli Cloesen composite "Italian Cafe Racers". This book starts, however modest,
at least for the displacement of the engines described in the first chapter: a
comprehensive overview of the many Italian brands that have built sport models
from 50 to 125 cc. Daana follow the 'tough guys' and passing machines and
Benelli's Motobi', Ducati, Morini's Guzzi's Laverda and of course MVs
reviewed. This book does not close with a list of prudcenten but with a chapter
on the 'upside-down' motorcycle: (!) The Nembo, where the 1925 cc three
cylinder block hangs upside down in the frame. The writer asks it to "Is it a cafe
racer, a streetfighteror a stylish über-naked roadster?" Last in this book are a
few pages dedicated to Italian electric sport bikes. Well what you like classic
lovers also find, we see here the future and even an unsuspected classic brand as
Saroléa prijky against bility on (incidentally quite successful) racer! Like the
book on British café-racers is the photographic work here to feast and you must
observe that they (or perhaps: correct) know how a sporty engine should look like in
Italy.

